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General & Company News

Blackwell Captive Solutions Partners with Brella

MyHealthGuide Source: Blackwell Captive Solutions, 1/4/2023

Chicago, IL – According to a Kaiser Family Foundation poll, approximately 50 million adults – roughly 1
in 5 – are paying off bills for their own care or a family member’s care through an installment plan with a
hospital or other provider and beset by a health care system that is systematically pushing patients into
debt on a mass scale. 

To ease some of the financial burden of out-of-pocket medical bills for members, Blackwell Captive
Solutions has strategically partnered with Brella to help clients supercharge their health benefit
strategies. Blackwell clients now have access to Brella’s supplemental health insurance product to ease
the financial impact of unexpected medical expenses. One Brella plan covers over 13,000 separate
conditions.

Brella provides employers with 100% paperless, same-day plan implementation, and enables members
to file claims in minutes and get paid in just 72 hours after approval. Their state-of-the-art mobile app and
member portal make the claim filing and payment processes simpler and faster, and Brella plans are
guaranteed issue with no medical underwriting ever. 

“Whether a team is remote, onsite or hybrid is less important than enhancing the employee experience
and shifting the focus to a diverse and heightened benefit portfolio, customized to each employee and
unconfined, to be noticeable from competition. Thus, we are excited to partner with Brella and squarely
deliver on lessening the financial burden of our health care system for our clients and their members,”
said Kari L. Niblack, President, Blackwell Captive Solutions. “Together, we move! Let’s see what Brella
and Blackwell can do for you and your employees.”

About Blackwell
 
Headquartered in Chicago, Blackwell Captive Solutions is a medical stop loss captive that differentiates
by delivering essential stability with desired flexibility via access to cutting-edge health and well-being
solutions for our clients. We’ve proven that combining employers’ buying power with tailoring freedom
maximizes the impact of self-insurance and reduces market volatility associated with the ultimate cost of
healthcare benefit delivery to employees.  Visit blackwellcaptive.com

Top

International Captive Exchange Becomes Managing General Underwriter (MGU) for Liberty
Mutual Insurance Company

MyHealthGuide Source: Health in Tech, 1/6/2023

STUART, FL -- International Captive Exchange, LLC (ICE), a Health In Tech, Inc. company, an industry-
leading Insurtech company that delivers disruptive innovation and proprietary technology, has entered
into an agreement to serve as the Managing General Underwriting for a program providing employer
stop-loss insurance. Under the agreement, ICE will solicit, underwrite, bind, and issue such policies on
behalf of Liberty Mutual Insurance company.

"Ongoing medical inflation makes medical stop loss an insurance imperative for self-funded employers,"
said Sophia Aponte, Vice President, Healthcare. "We bring a level of expertise and capabilities to the
stop loss market made possible by our scale and financial strength as a Fortune 100 company, and
welcome ICE as an MGU." 

"ICE has been working with the Liberty Mutual company for over a year now, and the performance,
growth, and our overall partnership have been excellent," said Tim Johnson, Founder & CEO, Health in
Tech. "We look forward to our continued growth and collaboration through 2023."

ICE utilizes Do It Yourself Benefits System (eDIYBS). With advanced AI technology, eDIYBS underwrites
and produces proposals within minutes, which reduces the standard industry timeline drastically from
often taking several days and sometimes even weeks.

ICE is currently credentialing brokers to use the eDIYBS platform to quote their groups and run their own
programs, granting credentials to as many as 30 brokers per day.

About Health in Tech

Health in Tech is an industry-leading Insurtech company that delivers disruptive innovation and
proprietary technology to reimagine risk, underwriting, and self-funding, making processes better, faster,
and more efficient for everyone involved. Visit healthintech.com.

Top

Xchange Benefits Launches Tennessee Captive Insurance Company, Distribution Re, Focused on
Stop Loss

MyHealthGuide Source: Xchange Benefits LLC, 1/6/2023

ARMONK, NY -- Xchange Benefits LLC, a managing general underwriter owned by Ambac Financial
Group, Inc. (NYSE: AMBC), announced it has launched a protected cell company named Distribution Re.
The new entity, which operates under the authority of the State of Tennessee Insurance Department, will
insure accident & health risks mainly in the form of high deductible medical stop loss plans. Distribution
Re, wholly owned by Xchange Benefits, will be run by captive manager Captive Planning Associates,
LLC, located in New Jersey.

“Being able to make captive cells available to our employer stop loss clients is an important addition to
our capabilities at Xchange Benefits,” said Peter McGuire, CEO of Xchange Benefits. “The use of
captives in the employer stop loss industry is an exciting area of growth. We look forward to talking with
all our incredible clients about their potential captive needs. We invite clients to discuss how Distribution
Re may be of use to them with their Xchange Benefits’ contacts.”

About Xchange Benefits

Founded in 2010, Xchange Benefits, LLC is a diverse group of business units focused on the global
insurance and reinsurance industry. Led by a team who have industry leading experience, Xchange
Benefits underwrites, consults, creates products, creates retail distribution, structures risk, transacts
reinsurance, advises on capital deployment and most importantly, listens to its clients. Xchange Benefits
is headquartered in Armonk, N.Y., and has an office in Indianapolis. Visit xbllc.com.  
Top

Marpai Introduces Chronic Condition Management to Improve Outcomes for Employer Health
Plan Members

MyHealthGuide Source: Marpai (Nasdaq: MRAI), 1/5/2023 

NEW YORK -- Marpai, Inc., an AI-technology company transforming self-funded employer health plans,
introduces Marpai Chronic Condition Management to improve the care journey of members with chronic
conditions like heart disease, respiratory disease, diabetes, kidney disease and mental health. This is the
latest addition to Marpai's Clinical Services Ecosystem – proven, clinical care solutions, backed by
outcome and quality data, delivering specialized strategies and support to manage costly conditions. 

Leveraging the most advanced artificial intelligence, Marpai's proprietary clinical matchmaking platform
identifies at-risk health plan members where a clinical intervention can make a meaningful difference and
connects them to an appropriate solution in the Clinical Services Ecosystem. By addressing costly
conditions early and appropriately, Marpai aims to create healthier lives and reduce health plan costs for
employers.

According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), in 2018 51.8% (129 million) of U.S.
adults have been diagnosed with at least 1 of 10 selected chronic conditions: 24.6% (61 million) with one
chronic condition and 27.2% (68 million) with two or more chronic conditions. It is estimated that 86% of
healthcare costs are attributable to chronic disease which makes it a formidable challenge for employer
health plans, especially self-funded health plans.

"Chronic conditions are highly prevalent across our member populations and are extremely costly. We
are delighted to introduce this service to address these issues. Our team of medical experts use
evidence-based tools to help members take the best care journey. Their efforts have proven to reduce
ER visits, hospital stays and medication costs which significantly helps reduce plan costs for employers,"
says Marpai's Chief Executive Officer, Edmundo Gonzalez.

Marpai Chronic Condition Management is part of the Marpai Cares offering which is available to all
health plan members under Marpai's administration. Marpai's AI-powered clinical matchmaking system
proactively identifies at-risk members where a clinical intervention could make a meaningful difference
within 24 months, and matches them to a clinical solution in its Clinical Services Ecosystem. The
Ecosystem consists of clinical solutions rigorously vetted by Marpai data scientists and clinicians, and
supported by valid outcome and quality data. Marpai aims to add 15 more Clinical Health Partners by the
end of 2023.

About Marpai, Inc.

Marpai is a technology company bringing AI-powered health plan administration and services to
employers that directly pay for employee health benefits (self-funded employer health plans). Primarily
competing in the $22 billion TPA (Third Party Administrator) sector representing over $1 trillion in annual
claims, Marpai is committed to delivering the healthiest member population with the greatest cost
efficiency within the health plan budget. Marpai leverages AI and big data to proactively implement early
clinical interventions to improve near-term outcomes, fill gaps in annual care, and guide members to
high-value in-network providers and pharmacy solutions. Operating nationwide, Marpai offers access to
provider networks including Aetna and Cigna and delivers all standard TPA services. Visit
marpaihealth.com. 

Top

EHNAC Announces Finalized 2023 Accreditation Criteria Versions for TPAs and Other
Accreditation Programs 

MyHealthGuide Source: The Electronic Healthcare Network Accreditation Commission (EHNAC),
1/3/2023

FARMINGTON, CT – The Electronic Healthcare Network Accreditation Commission (EHNAC), a non-
profit standards development organization and accrediting body for organizations that electronically
exchange healthcare data, announced the release of new versions of program criteria for its 19
accreditation programs and 3 beta accreditation programs for use, starting January 1, 2023.

The new updates by the EHNAC Criteria Committee include addressing capacity planning and utilization
monitoring criteria, as well as improvements to some of the criteria within ePAP-EHN. This year’s
developments also include improved mapping to the NIST Cybersecurity Framework and various other
clarifications and grammatical enhancements.

“We are excited about the finalization of this year’s criteria as these critical updates not only improve our
existing programs, but also expand our accreditation offerings as we bring to the industry three new beta
programs focused on Explanation of Provider Payments, CARIN Code of Conduct, and Privacy by
Design,” said Lee Barrett, Executive Director and CEO of EHNAC. “We are continuously grateful for
those who provided invaluable feedback as we continue to strengthen and advance our accreditation
criteria so that industry stakeholders are at the forefront of legislative and regulatory revisions to ensure
compliance while reducing risk of breach or cyberattack and assuring stakeholder trust.” 

Following the standard, 60-day public comment period, EHNAC’s Criteria Committee and Commission
have incorporated public feedback to finalize and adopt the enhanced and final criteria versions for the
following nineteen accreditation programs:

1. HNAP-TPA – Healthcare Network Accreditation Program for Third Party Administrators
(V4.2)*

2. ACOAP – Accountable Care Organization Accreditation Program (V4.2)*

3. DRAP – Data Registry Accreditation Program (V4.2)*

4. DT P&S – DirectTrust Privacy & Security (V2.2)*

5. EHNAC P&S – EHNAC Privacy & Security (V2.2)*

6. ePAP-EHN – e-Prescribing Accreditation Program (V9.2)*

7. EPCSCP-Pharmacy – Electronic Prescription of Controlled Substances Certification Program –
Pharmacy Vendor (V4.3)

8. EPCSCP-Prescribing – Electronic Prescription of Controlled Substances Certification Program –
Prescribing Vendor (V4.3)

9. FSAP-EHN – Financial Services Accreditation Program for Electronic Health Networks (V5.2)*

10. FSAP-Lockbox – Financial Services Accreditation Program for Lockbox Services (V5.2)*

11. HIEAP – Health Information Exchange Accreditation Program (V4.2)*

12. HNAP-EHN – Healthcare Network Accreditation Program for Electronic Health Networks
[Includes Payer] (V13.2)*

13. HNAP-Medical Biller – Healthcare Network Accreditation Program for Medical Billers (V4.2)*

14. MSOAP – Management Service Organization Accreditation Program (V4.2)*

15. OSAP – Outsourced Services Accreditation Program1 (V4.2)*1

16. PMSAP – Practice Management System Accreditation Program (V4.2)*

17. TDRAAP-Basic – Trusted Dynamic Registration & Authentication Accreditation Program Basic
(V1.4)

18. TDRAAP-Comprehensive – Trusted Dynamic Registration & Authentication Accreditation
Program Comprehensive (V1.4)*

19. TNAP-HIN – Trusted Network Accreditation Program (V2.1)

Criteria versions for the following three beta programs are also now released for use:

1. EPPAP – Explanation of Provider Payment Accreditation Program (V1.0-Beta)

2. CCCAP – CARIN Code of Conduct Accreditation Program (V1.0-Beta)

3. PBDAP – Privacy by Design Accreditation Program (V1.0-Beta)

The EHNAC criteria for each of its accreditation programs sets the foundational requirements for
measuring an organization’s ability to meet/align with federal and state healthcare reform mandates such
as HIPAA/HITECH, 21st Century Cures Act, TEFCA and other mandates and best practices like NIST,
for health care organizations focusing on the areas of privacy, security, cybersecurity, breach handling,
confidentiality, best practices, procedures, and assets.

Healthcare industry stakeholders are encouraged to regularly visit www.ehnac.org to download and
review the latest EHNAC criteria versions in full detail. Applicant candidates commencing the
accreditation or re-accreditation process in 2023 will be required to adhere to these updated criteria
versions.

* Indicates that applicants may select from two distinct sets of security criteria: 

• EHNAC Security criteria with Privacy based on HIPAA/HITECH, GDPR, CCPA, and Health and
Wellness; and Security based on NIST 800-171 and NIST CSF (Cybersecurity Framework)
• HITRUST CSF Security Criteria, now updated to Version 9.6.2 of the HITRUST CSF

1OSAP includes 10 different accreditation programs tailored for Accountable Care Organization
Technology Service Providers; Call Centers; Data Centers; DRP Facilities; Health Information Exchange
Technology Service Providers; Media Storage; Network Administrators; Printing; Product Development;
and Scanning. 

About EHNAC

The Electronic Healthcare Network Accreditation Commission (EHNAC) is a voluntary, self-governing
standards development organization (SDO) established to develop standard criteria and accredit
organizations that electronically exchange healthcare data. These entities include accountable care
organizations, data registries, electronic health networks, EPCS vendors, e-prescribing solution
providers, financial services firms, health information exchanges, health information service providers,
management service organizations, medical billers, outsourced service providers, payers, practice
management system vendors, third-party administrators, and trusted networks. The Commission is an
authorized HITRUST CSF Assessor, making it the only organization with the ability to provide both
EHNAC accreditation and HITRUST CSF certification.

EHNAC was founded in 1993 and is a tax-exempt 501(c)(6) nonprofit organization. Guided by peer
evaluation, the EHNAC accreditation process promotes quality service, innovation, cooperation, and
open competition in healthcare. Visit ehnac.org contact info@ehnac.org, or follow us on
twitter.com/ehnac, linkedin.com/company/ehnac and youtube.com/user/EHNAC
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SIIA Details Price Transparency Forum 

MyHealthGuide Source: Self-Insurance Institute of America (SIIA), 1/6/2023

The Self-Insurance Institute of America (SIIA) announced Price Transparency Forum is being held on
February 27th-28th, 2023 in Kansas City, MO. The Forum will include interactive discussions on what
TPAs, brokers, advisors and employers need to know about the ongoing implementation and updated
rules surrounding federal surprise billing and price transparency requirements. 

Learn more from industry experts on wide ranging topics, including:

Price Transparency Collaboration with TPAs, Broker & Advisors

Implementing Consumer-Minded Member Strategies

Tackling Data Accessibility

Best Practices in Arbitration and Surprise Billing Negotiation

Getting to Fair Hospital & Provider Pricing

Understanding Air Ambulance Claims

A limited discounted host hotel room block is available through February 6th at the Kansas City Marriott
Downtown. Be sure to register and make room reservations before the block is sold out. Contact the
hotel direct at 1-888-236-2427.

Information and Registration

About SIIA

The Self-Insurance Institute of America, Inc. (SIIA) is a dynamic, member-based association dedicated to
protecting and promoting the business interests of companies involved in the self-insurance and captive
insurance marketplace. It is a single association that meets all the information, educational, networking
and legislative/regulatory representation that a company needs. Visit siia.org
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The Phia Group Announces Webinar, An Omnibus Edition to Kick Off 2023, and Podcast: The
Contemporary Fiduciary: Emerging Law on an Old Topic

MyHealthGuide Source: The Phia Group, 1/6/2023

Webinar: An Omnibus Edition to Kick Off 2023

Description: It’s only January, but 2023 already promises to be a momentous year in healthcare law.
From the recent passage of The Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2023—and its inclusion of
protections for pregnant and nursing mothers—to regulatory updates regarding the No Surprises Act and
manufacturer assistance programs, there’s quite a bit to break down as the new year unfolds. Join The
Phia Group’s panel of experts on January 19 as they discuss how such sweeping changes will impact
your group’s health plan. Registration Link 

Podcasts: The Contemporary Fiduciary: Emerging Law on an Old Topic

Description: In this installment of The Phia Group’s Empowering Plans podcast, join attorneys Katie
MacLeod and Jon Jablon as they discuss fiduciary status, both traditionally and in the new age of self-
funding. This industry is faced with changes all the time, even to some of its oldest rules; in the spirit of
consumer protection, the legal and regulatory winds are once again changing to challenge certain long-
held understandings about fiduciary duties. TPAs in particular should tune into this one! Podcast Link 

About The Phia Group

The Phia Group, LLC, headquartered in Canton, Massachusetts, is an experienced provider of health
care cost containment techniques offering comprehensive claims recovery, plan document and
consulting services designed to control health care costs and protect plan assets. By providing industry
leading consultation, plan drafting, subrogation and other cost containment solutions, Contact Garrick
Hunt at ghunt@phiagroup.com, 781-535-5644 and visit www.PhiaGroup.com.

Top

HCAA Presents Podcast How Do You Drive Member Engagement in an Increasingly Fragmented
Healthcare Benefit Space? 

MyHealthGuide Source: Healthcare Administrators Association, 1/3/2023

HCAA invites you to join the conversation with host Ramesh Kumar, CEO and Co-Founder of zakipoint
Health, as he interviews Joe Hodges from CareValet.  Click here to listen to Episode #20 is What is a
Good Way to Think About Driving Engagement?

About HCAA

The Health Care Administrators Association is the nation’s most prominent nonprofit membership trade
association supporting the education, networking, resource and advocacy needs of benefit
administrators (TPAs), stop loss insurance carriers, managing general underwriters, audit firms, medical
managers, technology organizations, pharmacy benefit managers, brokers/agents, human resource
managers, plan sponsors and health care consultants. For over 40 years, HCAA has taken a leadership
role in transforming the self-funding industry, and increasing the importance of self-funding as an
important alternative in the health care delivery systems of our country. Visit hcaa.org
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People News

Tom Doran named Highmark Health Plan President ... from Stop Loss to President

MyHealthGuide Source: Highmark Health Plan, 1/5/2023

Pittsburgh, PA -- Tom Doran has been named Highmark Health Plan president, assuming leadership of
the nation’s fourth-largest Blue Cross Blue Shield affiliate with approximately 6.8 million members across
a growing footprint in Pennsylvania, Delaware, New York and West Virginia, as well as nationally through
the Blue Card program. 

Tom Doran
President

Highmark Health Plan

As Highmark Health Plan president, Doran is accountable for the development and execution of the
health plan’s Commercial and Government business strategies and delivery of those objectives in the
markets served by Highmark regionally and nationally. Doran joined Highmark in 2017 as the President
of HM Insurance Group (HMIG, a Highmark diversified business focused on stop-loss insurance) and
continues to serve on the board for HMIG. In 2019, he took on the additional responsibility of CFO for
Highmark Health Plan, and then transitioned to a COO role for the Health Plan.

“Tom has been an asset to many parts of our organization over the past five years, and we are confident
that he can continue the Health Plan’s momentum and growth,” said Karen Hanlon, executive vice
president and COO of parent company Highmark Health. “Tom brings the voice of the customer to our
organization, driving new and innovative products and identifying cross-selling opportunities with our
diversified businesses including stop-loss, dental and pharmacy. Tom can help us continue to grow and
bring our Living Health model—which simplifies the health experience for customers and clinicians—to
more communities.”

With more than 20 years of leadership experience in the insurance industry, Doran joined Highmark from
Medical Risk Managers (MRM), the largest Stop Loss MGU in the country, where he served as the
company’s president. Prior to that, he held the role of executive vice president at MRM, and he has
actuarial experience at Aetna, Hartford Life and Aon Hewitt.

Doran earned a Bachelor of Science degree in Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering from Princeton
University and worked as an Aerospace Engineer for Grumman Aerospace upon graduation. He is a
fellow of the Society of Actuaries and a member of the American Academy of Actuaries, and serves the
community through his board affiliations with the Western PA chapter of Autism Speaks, the Children’s
Institute of Pittsburgh and Light of Life Pittsburgh.

About Highmark Inc.

One of America's leading health insurance organizations and an independent licensee of the Blue Cross
Blue Shield Association, Highmark Inc. (the Health Plan) and its affiliated health plans (collectively, the
Health Plans) work passionately to deliver high-quality, accessible, understandable, and affordable
experiences, outcomes, and solutions to customers. As the fourth-largest overall Blue Cross Blue Shield-
affiliated organization, Highmark Inc. and its Blue-branded affiliates proudly cover the insurance needs of
approximately 6.8 million members in Pennsylvania, Delaware, New York and West Virginia. Its
diversified businesses serve group customer and individual needs across the United States through
dental insurance and other related businesses. Visit highmark.com
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Sean Signore Joins Growing TALON Team as Vice President of Training and Certification

MyHealthGuide Source: TALON, 1/3/2023

Portsmouth, NH – TALON, a leader in providing innovative technology solutions for the swiftly evolving
healthcare industry, announced that Sean Signore has joined its growing team as Vice President of
Training and Certification. 

Sean Signore
Vice President of Training and Certification

TALON

Signore is a skilled learning strategist with more than 16 years of experience in learning and
development (L&D) program management. His proven track record of leading teams and functions
across regional, divisional, and international operations includes expertise in overhauling L&D strategies
to bolster organizational efficacy, employee development, and workflow coordination; aligning
organization direction with content strategies and staff training; as well as a deep proficiency with
process consultant coaching models.

Signore comes to TALON from Teknova, where he served as Training and Development Manager and
was responsible for conducting needs analyses for strategic learning infrastructure from a risk-based
perspective, as well as designing and facilitating in-person learning interventions to engage leadership
and improve manufacturing goals. 

“TALON has a stellar reputation in the healthcare technology space, and I’m thrilled to join their rapidly
expanding team,” Signore said in statement. “I’m eager to dig in and, together with my exceptionally
talented colleagues, continue to push the envelope and supply the groundbreaking technology solutions
that the modern healthcare industry demands.” 

About TALON 

TALON’s mission is to educate, empower, and incentivize the American healthcare consumer to
meaningfully reduce costs and create a healthier ecosystem. We’ve built the ultimate suite of software
services designed to fulfill the requirements of the Transparency in Coverage Rule and No Surprises Act.
Simply put, TALON protects healthcare stakeholders from overpaying for care while enabling seamless
integration into the Payer’s existing architecture, all without disruption or distraction. Our tools create
free-market dynamics, starting with our ability to ensure full compliance with all mandates and extending
through our consumer-driven MyMedicalShopper platform. Visit talonhealthtech.com
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Market Trends Studies, Books & Opinions

Blunt Impact to the Chest Leading to Sudden Death from Cardiac Arrest during Sports Activities

MyHealthGuide Source: Barry J. Maron, M.D., Liviu C. Poliac, M.D., James A. Kaplan, M.D., and
Frederick O. Mueller, Ph.D., New England Journal of Medicine (full text), 1/10/1995

Editor's note: When Buffalo Bills safety Damar Hamlin experienced cardiac arrest, we intensively
watched with concern and hope.  The New England Journal of Medicine offers this 1995 study to help
provide explanation.  

Sudden death from cardiac arrest in a young person may occur during sports play after a blunt blow to
the chest in the absence of structural cardiovascular disease or traumatic injury (cardiac concussion or
commotio cordis). We (research authors) studied the clinical features of this apparently uncommon but
important phenomenon.

We identified cases from the registries of relevant agencies and organizations, as well as news-media
accounts, and developed a clinical profile of 25 children and young adults, 3 to 19 years of age.

Each victim collapsed with cardiac arrest immediately after an unexpected blow to the chest, which was
usually inflicted by a projectile (such as a baseball or hockey puck). Incidents took place during
organized competitive sports in 16 cases and in recreational settings at home, at school, or on the
playground in 9. In each instance, the impact to the chest was not judged to be extraordinary for the
sport involved and did not appear to have sufficient force to cause death. Twelve victims collapsed
virtually instantaneously on impact, whereas 13 remained conscious and physically active for a brief time
before cardiac arrest. Cardiopulmonary resuscitation was administered within about three minutes to 19
victims, but normal cardiac rhythm could be restored in only 2 (both incurred irreversible brain damage
and died shortly thereafter). Seven victims (28 percent) were wearing some form of protective chest
padding.

We speculate that most sudden deaths related to impact to the chest (not associated with traumatic
injury) are due to ventricular dysrhythmia induced by an abrupt, blunt precordial blow, presumably
delivered at an electrically vulnerable phase of ventricular excitability. This profile of blunt chest impact
leading to cardiac arrest adds to our understanding of the range of causes of sudden death on the
athletic field and may help in the development of preventive measures.
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Legal News

Prescription Drug Data Reporting: What the “Good Faith Compliance” Extension Really Means
for Self-Funded Group Health Plans

MyHealthGuide Source: Jacob Mattinson, Sarah G. Raaii, Alden J. Bianchi, McDermott Will & Emery
via National Law Review (full text), 1/6/2023

Excerpts

Under the Affordable Care Act and Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2021, the first RxDC reports for the
2020 calendar (or reference) year, were due to be filed by December 27, 2021. However, in response to
concerns expressed by stakeholders, enforcement was pushed back a full year to December 27, 2022,
at which time the reports for both the 2020 and 2021 reference years were due. The RxDC reporting
process required the submission of one or more “plan lists,” a series of eight data files (files D1 through
D8) and an accompanying narrative response.

In the FAQ, the Departments pledged to not take enforcement action against any plan or issuer that
makes a good faith effort to comply and establishes a submission grace period through January 31,
2023. The FAQ also provides a series of “clarifications” to the RxDC rules that relaxes the rules on
multiple submissions, permits duplicative submissions by multiple reporting entities, loosens the
standards governing data aggregation, allows for the submission of certain data by email and makes
certain otherwise required reporting elements optional. 

A summary of their impact on self-funded group health plans is as follows:

Multiple Submissions by the Same Reporting Entity Allowed. The interim final rule
implementing the RxDC rules generally require a reporting entity that submits RxDC reporting
data on behalf of more than one plan or issuer to combine the data of all clients within a single
set of plan lists and data files. Compliance with this requirement has proven particularly
troublesome for entities that have gone through one or more acquisitions and found they had
missing information due to former plan vendors and/or plans who were unwilling or unable to
provide the information necessary to complete the required reporting.

Submissions by Multiple Reporting Entities Allowed. According to the Instructions (Section
3.3): “Multiple reporting entities should not submit the same data file for a plan, issuer, or carrier.
For example, a TPA and PBM should not both submit D2 for the same group health plan.” 

Under the FAQ’s clarification, more than one reporting entity may submit the same data file type
on behalf of the same plan or issuer, instead of working together to consolidate all data into a
single data file for each type of data. The D2, for example, includes information on medical
spending by category. Categories for this purpose include hospital, primary care, specialty care,
other medical costs and services and known and estimated medical benefit drugs. It is not
uncommon for self-funded group health plans to have multiple service providers. The
relief in this instance will allow information for the same file (here, D2) to come from multiple
sources.

Aggregation Restriction Suspended. The interim final rules require that if multiple reporting
entities submit the required data on behalf of one or more plans or issuers in a state and market
segment, the data submitted by each of these reporting entities must be aggregated to at least
the aggregation level used by the reporting entity that submits data on the total annual spending
on healthcare services on behalf of those plans or issuers. Total annual spending is reported in
the D2 file. The FAQ relieves the entity submitting D3 through D8 files from having to ensure that
the data in the D2 file for the 2020 and 2021 reference years is aggregated at the same level of
detail. Thus, for example, a group health plan may submit data for the D2 file at the plan level,
while the plan’s third-party administrator (TPA) may submit the remaining files using data
that is aggregated across its entire self-funded book of business.

Submission of Premium and Life-Years Data by Email. RxDC reports are submitted using the
CMS Health Insurance Oversight System (HIOS), which requires users to go through the CMS
Enterprise Portal (Instructions Section 3.1). Doing so requires users to register for a CMS
Identity Management system account. Most carriers and TPAs already have HIOS accounts;
most group health plans do not. The registration process is complicated, takes time and in most
cases requires—or at least benefits from—competent (and patient) IT assistance. The need to
establish the account has proven particularly nettlesome for a subset of self-funded plans
with unique or overlapping funding and benefit structures and for multiple employer
arrangements, among others. Submitting the information required by the P2 list and the D1 file
is particularly challenging. The FAQs permit a group health plan or its reporting entity to submit
only the plan list (P2 in the case of a group health plan), premium and life-years data and
narrative response by email. The relief is directed at the D1 file, which includes premium and life-
year data. In addition, the narrative response of a self-funded plan that estimates certain
plan parameters (g., take-up rates) must explain their methodology if the plan deviates from the
method prescribed. While the relief under this clarification is narrow, it will be particularly useful
in the instances to which it applies.

Reporting Amounts Not Applied to the Deductible or Out-of-Pocket Maximum Optional.
The FAQ exempts all reporting entities form having to report a value for “amounts not applied to
the deductible or out-of-pocket maximum” and the “Rx amounts not applied to the deductible or
out-of-pocket maximum.” Reporting entities are admonished not “to remove these columns from
data files D2” but instead should “leave blank the data fields in these columns.” Like the previous
bullet point, the relief applies across the board.

In recognition of the extensive reporting obligations and the compliance difficulties facing plan sponsors
with multiple health plan vendors, the FAQ provides only limited enforcement relief. Plan sponsors that
have submitted RxDC reports may consider whether they should adjust their reports considering the
FAQ, and plan sponsors that have not submitted RxDC reports now have additional time to complete
their submission. All plan sponsors should work with their health plan vendors to compile complete
information by the updated enforcement deadlines of January 31, 2023, for the 2020 and 2021 reference
years and June 1, 2023, for the 2022 reference year.

The statute imposes RxDC reporting obligations on the group health plan itself. Insured plans may
satisfy the requirements by entering into a written agreement with a carrier to report the required
information. If the carrier fails to report, the carrier (not the plan) violates the reporting requirements. A
different rule applies to self-funded plans. 

While self-funded plans will inevitably contract with third parties to assist with their RxDC reporting
obligations, if the third party fails to report the required information, the plan is responsible for the failure.

Self-funded plans have encountered difficulties when current plan vendors have refused to assist with
RxDC reporting for merged plans or plans of acquired entities, requiring the employees of the sponsor of
the self-funded plan to make best efforts to complete the required reporting. The stakes for self-funded
plans are, as a result, high, and any relief the Departments may choose to provide is welcome.
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Medical News

Entirely Remote Intervention Decreased BP and LDL-C in Diverse Patient Groups

MyHealthGuide Source: Anita Slomski, 1/3/2023, JAMA Network

A completely remotely delivered hypertension and hypercholesterolemia program decreased blood
pressure (BP) and low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C) in a diverse racial and ethnic population of
patients, including patients whose primary language was not English.

The investigators from Mass General Brigham previously demonstrated that the model was effective
among the academic institution’s patients.

The current study enrolled 10 803 patients, mean age of 65 years, with hypertension, hyperlipidemia, or
both. Patient navigators, supervised by pharmacists, nurse practitioners, and physicians delivered the
intervention using clinical algorithms, task management, and automation software. The team monitored
home BP readings and laboratory test results and pharmacists prescribed medication. With each change
of medication, BP and laboratory test results were collected and reassessed until patients reached their
targets. Patients spent an average of 103 days in the hypertension program and an average of 131 days
in the lipids program.

The control cohort was a group of 1266 patients who elected not to do home BP monitoring and
medication titration and instead received dietary, lifestyle, and medication advice.

Remote medication titration was significantly associated with decreased blood pressure and LDL-C
compared with education only. From baseline to 12 months, patients in the medical intervention had an
average BP change of −9.7/−5.2 mm Hg compared with 0.2/−1.9 mm Hg among patients who chose
education only. Patients with hyperlipidemia had a decrease in LDL-C of 37 mg/dL at 12 months
compared with a decrease of 10 mg/dL in the education-only group. The reductions in BP and lipid levels
were similar among patients regardless of race, ethnicity, or English-language proficiency. The results
were published in JAMA Cardiology.

An invited commentary praised the “impressive result” of Mass General Brigham’s intervention, but
added: “It remains to be seen whether clinicians in community- and private-practice settings will accept a
program that may lower professional compensation (from fewer in-person visits) in exchange for
lessening care responsibilities (and perhaps achieve better control rates in their patients).”
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Recurring Resources

Medical Stop-Loss Providers Ranked by 2021 Annual Premium - Over $26.8 Billion

Source: MyHealthGuide, 6/30/2022

The Medical Stop-Loss Provider Ranking has been updated based on 2021 Annual Premium. In
addition, Rankings from prior years are incorporated into a single table. Click below to view full listing
with premium: The Medical Stop-Loss Provider Ranking.

The top 87 stop loss providers are ranked.

The Medical Stop-Loss Provider Ranking table data reflect Direct Earned Premium from the
"Accident and Health Policy Experience Exhibit" ("Supplemental Pages, Insurance Expense
Exhibit” section) of publicly available Statutory Reports filed annually by each insurance carrier.

Stop Loss Premium Growth

Stop Loss premium based on 2021 annual premium is $26,883,898 (thousands), a 79.2% over 2016
annual premium of $15,004,224 (thousands) for a compounded annual rate of 12.4%. 

Top 10 and 20 Percent of Total 2020 Market 

There is further consolidation of stop loss premium among the top 10 and 20 stop loss carriers when
compared to prior year.

Top 10 stop loss providers ($19.1 Billion) compose 71.2 % of the total market ($26.9 Billion)

Top 20 stop loss providers ($23.3 Billion) compose 86.7 % of the total market ($26.9 Billion)

Changes for 2021

In the new 2021 ranking compared to 2020, there were

23 providers that did not change their ranking position,

49 providers moved up in the ranking,

15 providers moved down in the ranking,

0 providers are new to the ranking, and

5 providers dropped out of the listing.

Top 20 and Ranking Changes 

The top 20 stop loss providers based on 2021 annual stop loss premium:

1. Cigna

2. UnitedHealth Group

3. Sun Life Financial Inc.

4. CVS Health Corp.

5. Anthem

6. Tokio Marine HCC
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7. HCSC

8. Voya Financial Inc.

9. HM Insurance

10. Symetra

11. Humana

12. Blue Cross Blue Shield of SC

13. QBE

14. W. R. Berkley Corp

15. Fairfax Financial (C&F Ins)

16. Swiss Re

17. Western & Southern Financial

18. Blue Cross Blue Shield of MI

19. Nationwide

20. Wellmark
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Upcoming Conferences

January 17, 2022 - 12 pm EST
A TPA's Guide to Navigating High-Cost Specialty Claims presented by Health Care Administrators
Association (HCAA).  Some of the most expensive drugs are in the hands of TPAs to process and not
the PBMs because these are "j-code" type claims processed under the medical benefit. This webinar will
review the market dynamics, latest trends, typical pitfalls encountered by TPAs today, and how to
overcome the challenges of processing high-cost specialty claims.  Register for the Webinar

January 19, 2023 - 1:00 PM - 2:00 PM EST
An Omnibus Edition to Kick Off 2023 presented by The Phia Group.. It’s only January, but 2023 already
promises to be a momentous year in healthcare law. From the recent passage of The Consolidated
Appropriations Act of 2023—and its inclusion of protections for pregnant and nursing mothers—to
regulatory updates regarding the No Surprises Act and manufacturer assistance programs, there’s quite
a bit to break down as the new year unfolds. Join The Phia Group’s panel of experts on January 19 as
they discuss how such sweeping changes will impact your group’s health plan. Registration Link 

January 23-24, 2023
2023 Onsite Employee Health Clinics Summit.  The Leading Forum on Building & Expanding On-Site
Health Clinics – Incorporating Strategies that Reduce Costs, Ensure Employee Satisfaction and
Positively Impact Patient Behavior.  Hilton Scottsdale Resort & Villas, Scottsdale, AZ.  Information and
registration.

January 30 - February 1, 2023
32nd Annual Health Benefits Conference & Expo (HBCE) presented by International Foundation of
Employee Benefit Plans.  This year's program offers over 25 sessions, two preconferences and over 40
expert speakers to create an exceptional educational experience. Topics:

• Managing pharmacy spend
• DE&I
• Retiree health care
• Labor force challenges
• Communication and engagement methods
• Mental health 
• and much more! 

Clearwater Beach, Florida. Information and Registration..

February 16-17, 2023
2023 Population Health Management Summit presented by World Conference Forum.  Innovative
Strategies to Advance Population Health: Achieve the Triple Aim Through Value-Based Care, Improve
Patient Centered Care, Enhance Healthcare Data & Technology, and Reduce Overall Healthcare Costs!. 
Loews Vanderbilt Hotel, Nashville, TN.  Information and Registration

February 20-22, 2023
HCAA Executive Forum 2023 presented by Health Care Administrators Association.  Bellagio Las Vegas.
Contact Susan Crolla and Information

February 27-28, 2023
SIIA Price Transparency Forum presented by Self-Insurance Institute of America. The Forum will include
interactive discussions on what TPAs, brokers, advisors and employers need to know about the ongoing
implementation and updated rules surrounding federal surprise billing and price transparency
requirements. Kansas City Marriott. Information and Registration

March 7-10, 2023 - Virtual 
HIPAA Summit 40th Virtual.  The Leading Forum on Healthcare EDI, Privacy, Breach Notification,
Confidentiality, Data Security and HIPAA Compliance,  Celebrating the 40th HIPAA Summit, including 32
HIPAA Summits, 6 HIPAA Summits West and 2 HIPAA Summit Symposia at Harvard University. 
Information and Registration.

March 9-10, 2023
TABA 2023 Spring Conference at the Hilton Palacio Del Rio in San Antonio, Texas. Contact Phyllis
Campbell at pcampbell@tabatpa.org or visit tabaconference.com  

March 27-28, 2023
SPBA 2023 Hybrid Spring Meeting presented by Society of Professional Benefit Administrators. 
Renaissance Washington, DC Downtown Hotel and Online, for SPBA Members Only and those Eligible
for Membership. The agenda focuses on the hot topics TPAs need to succeed, including:

MHPAEA Audits

RxDC Reporting

How to Handle a Slow Paying Client

Latest on the NSA IDR Process

Legislative and Regulatory Developments, and much more!!

Join us virtually for great learning opportunities or join us in-person for the learning opportunities plus to
connect with others and share great ideas and opportunities. Please email SPBA at Info@spbatpa.org
for more information. (This event is open to members only and those eligible for membership).

March 29-31, 2023
SIIA Spring Forum presented by Self-Insurance Institute of America. JW Marriott Grand Lakes, Orlando,
FL. siia.org

April 11-12, 2023
Future Leader Forum presented by Self-Insurance Institute of America. Westin Indianapolis. siia.org

May 15, 2023
Corporate Growth Forum presented by Self-Insurance Institute of America. Greenville, SC. siia.org 

May 18-19, 2023
8th annual Medical Captive Forum presented by Roundstone Insurance.  We are JAZZED to bring
together current clients, employers, and benefits advisors for our premier educational and networking
event. Our mission? High quality, affordable healthcare for all.  Topics include: Exchange ideas, discuss
trends, and explore opportunities for a modern employee benefits strategy; Enjoy panel discussions,
keynote speakers, breakout sessions, networking events, and more.  Information and reservation.

July 17-18, 2023
HCAA TPA Summit 2023 presented by Health Care Administrators Association.  Hyatt Regency Dallas.
Contact Susan Crolla

September 7-8, 2023
NAWHC's 11th Annual Forum presented by The National Association of Worksite Health Centers.
Sessions: The future direction of employer centers; Planning and design of worksite health centers;
Operations, staffing and management of worksite health centers; Legal and regulatory aspects of
worksite health centers; Measuring the health center performance; Increasing utilization and
engagement; Pharmacy services; and Digital services. Radisson Blu Mall of America in Bloomington,
Minnesota. Contact Larry Boress, Executive Director, NAWHC, lboress@nawhc.org. Information and
Registration 

October 8-10, 2023
SIIA National Conference and Expo. presented by Self-Insurance Institute of America. JW Marriott
Desert Ridge, Phoenix, AZ
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February 19-21, 2024
HCAA Executive Forum 2024 presented by Health Care Administrators Association.  Bellagio Las Vegas.
Contact Susan Crolla

July 15-17, 2024
HCAA TPA Summit 2024 presented by Health Care Administrators Association.  Hyatt Regency St. Louis
at the Arch. Contact Susan Crolla
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February 10-12, 2025
HCAA Executive Forum 2025 presented by Health Care Administrators Association.  Bellagio Las Vegas.
Contact Susan Crolla
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Editorial Notes, Disclaimers & Disclosures

Articles are edited for length and clarity.

Articles are selected based on relevance and diversity.

No content in this Newsletter should be construed as legal advice. All legal questions should be
directed to your own personal or corporate legal resource.

Internet links are tested at the time of publication. However, links change or expire often.

Articles do not necessarily reflect views held by the Publisher.

Should you stop receiving the Newsletter, here are some items to check: Is the Newsletter email
in your junk or spam folder?
• Have your IT team "whitelist" sender (Clevenger@MyHealthGuide.com)
• Provide another email address.
• Access the Newsletter online at www.MyHealthGuide.com/news.htm.

Our email servers inactivate an account (email address) after three successive failed attempts to deliver
the Newsletter. Failures to deliver occur when your email server "bounces" our Newsletter because your
server views our email as spam because of anatomical terms often referenced in our "Medical News"
section and for other reasons. 
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